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Key Selling Points
This book includes 20 fun and approachable projects with step-by-step photos and beautifully styled photography
Requires only a handful of easily obtained tools making this an easy and affordable hobby that can be done even in small workspaces.

Description
This comprehensive guide provides all the instruction and inspiration you need to join this growing new trend and create standout polymer clay
jewellery that will wow your friends and family. Learn to master a trendy new craft and make spectacular handcrafted clay jewellery with
Meghan Allen’s expert advice and stunning step-by-step projects.  

Meghan walks you through all the basics you need to get started, like selecting the right tools and materials, conditioning your clay, mixing
colours and curing the designed pieces. Once you have mastered those foundational skills, delve into more specialized techniques, such as
texturing, speckling, marbling and more, to give your jewellery extra flair. With projects for every skill level, you can make beautiful, professional-
quality statement pieces like Rainbow Necklaces, Checkerboard Studs, Chain Link Earrings, Shimmer Gradient Rings and more.

Whether you want to try your hand at selling your homemade pieces, add to your own jewellery collection or gift your friends and family with
spectacular accessories.

About the Author
Meghan Allen is the owner and artist behind Clay + Bloom, where she sells handcrafted clay jewellery, accessories and home goods.
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